
"The Road Unpaved: Border to Border with a Brain Tumor and a Bike is 
penned down by the author Risa August. Prepare yourself for an 
amazing journey through the ups and downs of life as told in this 
gripping biography. This is a powerful quest of emoConal healing and 
unflinching strength, not merely a narraCve of a daring cross-country 
bike trek. 
 
Risa, a lady whose world is torn apart by an atypical pituitary illness and 
the breakdown of an eighteen-year marriage, is at the centre of the 
representaCon.  
 
Braving the physical consequences of brain surgery as well as the 
psychological fallout from a shaHered life, she embarks on a 1,845-mile 
journey down the famous Pacific Coast Highway from Canada to 
Mexico. The last desCnaCon? a revived sense of purpose and self-
discovery. 
 
The genuineness of Risa's voice is what makes this book so outstanding. 
Her genuine views on the effects of Bubba, his constant brain tumour, 
take the story above the level of a simple trip. Bubba turns into Risa's 
figuraCve friend and silent observer of her transformaCon. August 
skillfully strikes a balance between the seriousness of illness and 
lighthearted moments, giving the story a resilience that knows no 
bounds. 
 
Her journey within herself is revealed as the miles pass. Her emoConal 
journey is equally eclecCc as the landscapes she rides through, ranging 
from depressing moments to chance meeCngs with other riders who 
inspire hope for human connecCon. The poignant insight revealed in 
this book is that obstacles in life can serve as spurs for self-discovery, 
and that internal journeys are frequently just as meaningful as those 



undertaken outside. The genuineness of Risa's voice is what makes this 
book so unique.  
  
Her open insights on the effects of Bubba, her constant brain tumour, 
take the story above the level of a simple trip. Bubba turns into her 
figuraCve friend and silent observer of her transformaCon. The author 
skillfully strikes a balance between the seriousness of illness and 
lighthearted moments, giving the story a resilience that knows no 
bounds. 
 
This book is a must kind of read for anyone looking for a capCvaCng 
combinaCon of vulnerability, resilience, and the unbreakable essence of 
the human experience. It is both moCvaCng and intriguing. Get ready to 
bike alongside with the author as you flip each page and learn that 
perhaps the most meaningful paths are those that we least expect.” 
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